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Possible effects of the spatial scale of analysis on the relationship between fishery

landings and the water temperature in the Mediterranean Sea have been investigated

using the FAO capture database (1970–2010). The analysis was performed by dividing

species in three thermal affinity categories: cold, temperate and warm-water species.

Results showed significant changes in fishery landings composition during the last four

decades, in terms of the relative contribution of cold, temperate and warm-water species

to landings; moreover, the presence of a strong influence of water warming in determining

the landings temporal pattern has been confirmed. This relationship, however, resulted to

be not homogenous across the tested spatial scales (entire Mediterranean basin, three

main sub-basins, eight FAO areas). The best models (based on the Akaike Information

Criterion), were the ones fitted at the finer spatial definition (i.e., the eight FAO areas) for all

the three thermal affinity categories. The recorded relationship showed clear differences

in terms of direction, depending on both areas and thermal affinity groups. Cold-water

species showed a negative relationship with the increasing water temperature in all the

FAO areas, being partially replaced by temperate-water ones, with the exception of the

Adriatic and Black Sea (the coldest areas in the Mediterranean basin), where a moderate

increase in the water temperature is still favoring the cold affinity group. This kind of results

could be useful within the context of the management plans definition, within a context

of climate changes.
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INTRODUCTION

Climate changes represent the most pervasive and widespread driver affecting the ocean
environment on a global scale, impacting marine communities, changing their structure and
modifying the processes at the ecosystem level (Gilman et al., 2010; Hoegh-Guldberg and Bruno,
2010; Woodward et al., 2010).

In the marine environment, various authors recently demonstrated the presence of a clear
relationship between the sea-surface temperature (SST) and the fish assemblages distribution, with
deep implications in terms of species composition, all around the world (see Cheung et al., 2013).
Studies in theMediterranean Sea confirmed this pattern, both in terms of observations (Galil, 2008;
Zenetos et al., 2012) and future projections (Ben Rais Lasram et al., 2010; Albouy et al., 2012).

Within this context, fishing activities are expected on one side to have synergistic effects with
the climate-induced variations, on the other to be directly affected by the modifications (Brander,
2010, 2012; Sumaila et al., 2011; Worm and Branch, 2012).
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The presence of a strong relationship between landings and
warming oceans has been demonstrated by several authors
(Cheung et al., 2013; Pitcher and Cheung, 2013; Teixeira et al.,
2013), confirming that the poleward movements of thermophilic
species, due to the increasing SST, is affecting fisheries, both in
qualitative and quantitative terms.

Regarding the level of spatial aggregation, recent studies are
commonly based on the Large Marine Ecosystem (LME) scale
(Cheung et al., 2013; Gamito et al., 2015), even if the effects of
climate changes on fishery can be detected also a smaller scale
(Gamito et al., 2012; Fortibuoni et al., 2015).

In relation to the processing of landings data, instead, there are
two main tendencies, one adopting highly aggregated indicators,
as the Mean Temperature of the Catch (MTC) proposed by
Cheung et al. (2013), the other using the analysis at the species
level (Tzanatos et al., 2014; Gamito et al., 2015).

Within this context, one of the rising questions is related to
the role played by the spatial scale of analysis in determining
the outputs. A second one is related to the effects of the data
aggregation level, which can range from the single species to
highly aggregated indicators, passing through an intermediate
level of aggregation (e.g., by using functional categories).

These two issues are not trivial, mainly in relation to the
opportunity to use such results to inform the management
strategies to be adopted in order to cope with the climate changes
effects on the fishery activities (Christensen et al., 2015).

Within this context, the Mediterranean Sea can represents a
good case study, corresponding to one of the LMEs and being a
sort of “small ocean” within a semi-enclosed basin, characterized
by peculiar environmental conditions, such as the presence
of strong gradients, and biodiversity hotspots (Lejeusne et al.,
2010). Moreover, it can act as a cul de sac, avoiding the further
northward migration of cold affinity species, due to the water
warming (Ben Rais Lasram et al., 2010).

The aims of the present study are to investigate:

i) changes in the Mediterranean fisheries landings occurred in
the last 40 years, in terms of incidence of cold, temperate and
warm affinity species in fishery landings;

ii) if such changes can be explained by changes in seawater
temperature;

iii) if the emerging patterns, in terms of temporal trend and the
possible relationship with SST, can be generalized regardless
the scale of basins.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Landings Data
The time series of landings were reconstructed by using
the General Fishery Commission for the Mediterranean
(GFCM) capture database for the period 1970–2010 (available at
http://www.fao.org/gfcm/data/capture-production-statistics/en/),
according to the GFCM-FAO geographical division of the
Mediterranean Sea in eight sub-areas (Figure 1), that represents
the first level of spatial aggregation analysis. Spatial analysis
has been carried out also aggregating data in three macro-areas
(Western Med: Balearic, Sardinia, and Gulf of Lions; Northern

Med: Adriatic and Black Sea; Eastern/Southern Med: Ionian,
Aegean and Levantine), by grouping the FAO areas based on
geographic and climatic features (Figure 1), and finally at the
level of the entire Mediterranean Sea.

The scientific name of targeted taxa was assigned to each
commercial category, where possible, excluding cases of large
categories including multispecies assemblages, such as “Fish,”
“Mollusks,” etc., and highly migratory species, as bluefin tuna
(Thunnus thynnus).

Thermal Affinity Groups
The thermal affinity of each species was assessed according to
Pranovi et al. (2013). Occurrence data of each species recorded
in the Northern hemisphere were retrieved from the Ocean
Biogeographic Information System and Global Biodiversity
Information Facility (OBIS/GBIF) online databases, which make
available georeferenced records of living species, since the 1970.
Arbitrary latitudinal thresholds were set at 30◦N (Southern
limit of the Mediterranean basin) and 45◦N (Northern limit
of the basin, excluding the northernmost parts of the Adriatic
and Black Sea), defining a Northern (>45◦N) “cold” zone, a
Central (between 45 and 30◦N) “temperate” zone (typical of
the Mediterranean Sea) and a Southern (<30◦N) “warm” zone.
For each species, the thermal affinity attribution was based on
whether its median latitude was comprised in the cold, temperate
or warm zone (Pranovi et al., 2013).

The complete list of the species affinities is reported in the
Table S1. The obtained classification resulted to be in good
accordance with the thermal preferences list reported by Cheung
et al. (2013) (see Figure S1).

Each group landings were then assessed as percentage of total
landings, for the three spatial scales.

Sea Surface Temperature (SST) Data
The time series of the Sea Surface Temperature (SST) have been
reconstructed by using the Extended Reconstructed Sea Surface
Temperature (ERSST) online database (http://www.ncdc.noaa.
gov/ersst). SST data are distributed as raster layers (regular grid
with square cells of 2 × 2 degrees), and daily values have been
mediated on the annual basis; annual estimates have been then
mediated on the different spatial scales (entire Mediterranean
basin, three macro-areas and eight FAO sub areas) of analysis,
to obtain the opportune time series (see Figure S2).

Landings-SST Relationship
Generalized Additive Models (GAMs) have been used to
investigate the landings-SST relationship. This method offers the
opportunity to let the shape of the relationship between the
response variables (landings) and predictors to be data driven
(i.e., not a priori assumed), while allowing to control the degree
of wiggliness (i.e., the complexity) (Wood, 2006). The choice
of using GAMs is supported by the fact that they are relatively
robust to multicollinearity issues (Dormann et al., 2013). In
particular we fitted GAMs including a smoother for the trend
(variable year), while we considered the contribution of water
temperature (SST) only as a parametric linear term.
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FIGURE 1 | The Mediterranean basin showing the eight FAO-areas and the aggregation in three macro-areas. Ba, Balearic Sea; GoL, Gulf of Lion; Sa,

Sardinia; IS, Ionian Sea; AS, Adriatic Sea; Ae, Aegean Sea; LS, Levantine Sea; BS, Black Sea; G1W, macroarea West (mid-gray); G2N, macroarea North (dark-gray);

G3E, macroarea East (light-gray).

GAMs have been fitted for three response variables (i.e.,
the percentage of cold, temperate and warm-water species).
Several GAMs alternative formulations have been considered,
by clustering models in two groups (Table 1): group A without
including SST among the predictors, and group B accounting
for SST influence. Predictors considered were, namely, year,
SST, and a categorical variable representing the level of spatial
aggregation. This was aimed at evaluating if SST plays a role
in explaining trends of the different thermal categories. Within
groupA and B, the alternative formulations allowed to investigate
the role of the explaining variables at the different spatial scales,
(basin, macroareas, sub-areas).The analysis was performed on
the relative landings data, independently for each thermal affinity
group. After a preliminary exploration of data distribution,
models were fitted using Gaussian distribution with a linear link
function in R environment (R Core Team, 2015, using the mgcv
library (Wood, 2015) and the best model was selected according
to the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC). In case of a lack
of support for one single “best” model (1AIC smaller than 4
for the two models with the lower AIC values), predictions of
different models were combined computing the weighted average
predictions, using AIC weights (Burnham and Anderson, 2002).

RESULTS

The time series of landings for the three thermal affinity groups,
for each FAO-area is reported in Figure 2. Several patterns can
be recognized for the different groups in the each subareas, as the
increasing of cold-water species in the Black Sea and Levantine
and of warm-water species in the Balearic and Gulf of Lion;
whereas, a decreasing trend of temperate-water species in the
Adriatic Sea and of cold-water species in the Gulf of Lion and
Balearic.

In relation to the spatial aggregation level, in all the three
thermal affinity groups, the best model, selected based on the AIC
(Table 2), resulted to be the model with the formulation B.4, i.e.,
the one for which landings depend on a temporal trend and an
interaction of SST with the FAO area-factor (Table 1). Hence,
the temporal trend for each thermal category is the same for
the whole Mediterranean sea (the smoother of the GAMmodel),
while the contribution of water temperature on the variation
from such trend are explained by local (at sea basin level) SST-
relative catches relationship (the slope of such a relationship is
sea basin-specific). The best models explain a large proportion
of deviance for the three thermal categories, ranging from 83.8
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TABLE 1 | Models formulation.

Model Description

Group A without SST influence

A.1 Landings ∼ s(year) Landings depend from a temporal trend, at the entire Mediterranean basin level

A.2 Landings ∼ s(year, by = sea) Landings depend from a temporal trend, different for each FAO area

A.3 Landings ∼ s(year, by = macroarea) Landings depend from a temporal trend, different for each macroarea

A.4 Landings ∼ s(year) + sea Landings depend from a temporal trend; Sea-factor can modify, for each FAO area, the y-value of the general trend

A.5 Landings ∼ s(year) + macroarea Landings depend from a temporal trend; Sea-factor can modify, for each macroarea, the y-value of the general trend

Group B with SST influence

B.1 Landings ∼ s(year) + sst Landings depend from a temporal trend and from the temperature of water, at the entire Mediterranean basin level

B.2 Landings ∼ s(year, by = sea) + sst Landings depend from a temporal trend, different for each FAO area, and from the SST

B.3 Landings ∼ s(year, by = macroarea) + sst Landings depend from a temporal trend, different for each macroarea, and from the SST

B.4 Landings ∼ s(year) + sst*sea Landings depend from a temporal trend and from a interaction of SST with the FAO area-factor

B.5 Landings ∼ s(year) + sst*macroarea Landings depend from a temporal trend and from a interaction of SST with the macroarea-factor

s, function to set up the model using spline based smooths; by, interaction between factor variable and smoother; *parametric interaction between variables; year, temporal trend; sea,

FAO areas; macroarea, Western Med (Balearic, Sardinia, and Gulf of Lions); Northern Med (Adriatic and Black Sea), and Eastern/Southern Med (Ionian, Aegean and Levantine).

(temperate-water species; Table 2), to 88.0% (cold-water species;
Table 2). It is worth to note that, even if the selected model
structure (B.4) is the best performing, according to the chosen
AIC criterion, other type of models show high levels of goodness
of fit for all the three thermal categories (Table 2). These are for
the model A.4 (Landings depend from a temporal trend; Sea-
factor can modify the outcome, for each macroarea) and the B.5
(Landings depend from a temporal trend and from a interaction
of SST with the macroarea-factor).

The temporal trend over the 40 years time series, associated
with the models for the three thermal categories is reported
in Figure 3. At the FAO-areas level, cold-water species showed
an increase over time with an almost linear pattern, temperate-
water species a decrease over time following an almost linear
pattern, while the warm-water ones present a weak, non-
significant, trend (Figure 3A). Trends recorded at the macroarea
and Mediterranean spatial scale resulted quite similar to those
observed at the FAO-areas scale for cold and temperate-water
category (Figures 3B,C), while it differed for warm-water species,
in the case of the macroarea aggregation (Figure 3B). Indeed,
only for the latter case, the estimated trend seems to have a
negative pattern significantly different from zero (Figure 3B).

The comparison of the landings—SST relationship at
the different spatial scales is reported in Figure 4. At the
Mediterranean scale, temperate and warm-water species showed
a positive relationship with SST, while cold-water species
decreased for increasing temperatures (Figure 4A). This general
pattern can be observed also at the macroarea scale (Figure 4B),
at least for the Northern andWest basins, even if there is a weaker
positive effect of temperature on warm-water species. In the East
one, warm-water species are characterized by a stronger positive
relationship, while temperate and cold-water species decrease at
higher water temperature values. The analysis highlighted the
presence of contrasting patterns across the different FAO areas
(Figure 4C): cold affinity species showed a negative relationship

with temperature within all the FAO areas, with the exception
of the Adriatic, Black Sea, and to a lesser extent for Aegean
Sea (Figure 4C). The opposite pattern has been recorded for the
temperate affinity species, showing a positive SST dependence for
all the FAO areas, with the exception of the Adriatic, the Black
Sea, and the Aegean Sea (Figure 4C). Finally, the warm affinity
species showed for almost all the FAO areas a weak positive (but
Adriatic Sea) relationship with SST, with Levant Sea being the one
with the strongest signal (Figure 4C).

DISCUSSION

Ocean warming and overfishing represent the two main
drivers affecting ecological processes in marine environments all
around the world, often with synergistic effects (Möllmann and
Diekmann, 2012). All this has to be taken into the account, as it is
could be difficult to disentangle them when analyzing temporal
patterns of nekton assemblages. In order to assess this kind
of effects, usually a backward approach is utilized. Within this
context, in many cases the only source of data to reconstruct the
time series are fishery-dependent data, as landings from official
statistics. The representativeness of catch data in terms of the
real community biomass is object of open debate, being affected
by unreported/illegal catches, missing entire compartments or
key species simply not targeted by fisheries (Pauly et al., 2013).
However, previous studies demonstrated that landings could
represent a reliable proxy for understanding changes in exploited
marine communities (sensu Pauly et al., 2013), and can be used to
assess climate effects (Pranovi et al., 2013; Tsikliras and Stergiou,
2014; Tzanatos et al., 2014). A major concern about the use of
landings data is related to their strong dependence by the fishing
effort, which usually remains not known, especially in terms
of variations during the time. In the present study, this issue
has been partially addressed by using relative data (proportion
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FIGURE 2 | Temporal tends of the three thermal affinity groups landings in the eight FAO-areas. Ae, Aegean Sea; AS, Adriatic Sea; Ba, Balearic Sea; BS,

Black Sea; GoL, Gulf of Lion; IS, Ionian Sea; LS, Levantine Sea; Sa, Sardinia; dots represent the landing values, the line is the loess smoothed fitting, and the gray

bands indicate 95% pointwise confidence intervals.

of each thermal affinity group), instead of the absolute values,
which are directly affected by modifications of the fishing
pressure. The absolute landings values remained important in the
phase of explanation of obtained results, since working on the
relative contributions required the assessment of which category
is driving the observed patter. With direct reference to the
FAO database, some concerns have been raised regarding the

quality of data until 1980 (Tzanatos et al., 2014). Preliminary
comparative analyses performed on dataset with the entire series
(1970–2010) or the reduced one (without the first decade),
excluded, however, differences in terms of outputs (results not
shown).

The multi-scale approach adopted, allowed to show that the
trends of the landing composition are general (valid for the
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TABLE 2 | Landings-SST model selection parameters, for the three thermal affinity groups.

Model Cold-water species Temperate-water species Warm-water species

AIC R2 Explained deviance AIC R2 Explained deviance AIC R2 Explained deviance

A.1 2850.06 0.01 0.02 2832.02 0.02 0.02 1610.52 0.00 0.00

A.2 2820.18 0.12 0.14 2799.03 0.13 0.15 1610.10 0.03 0.06

A.3 2840.33 0.05 0.06 2822.02 0.05 0.06 1613.36 0.00 0.01

A.4 2345.73 0.79 0.80 2351.71 0.78 0.78 973.42 0.86 0.86

A.5 2697.42 0.38 0.39 2709.16 0.33 0.33 1403.67 0.47 0.48

B.1 2605.84 0.53 0.54 2657.92 0.42 0.43 1426.06 0.43 0.44

B.2 2513.85 0.66 0.67 2584.69 0.55 0.57 1414.71 0.47 0.49

B.3 2578.18 0.57 0.58 2636.37 0.46 0.47 1428.61 0.43 0.44

B.4 2260.13 0.84 0.85 2272.77 0.83 0.84 956.36 0.87 0.88

B.5 2521.45 0.64 0.65 2541.48 0.60 0.61 1134.30 0.77 0.78

underlined is the best model for each group.

whole Mediterranean), but that the best models include a local
correction term. In particular, our results highlighted the role
of the SST as explanatory variable, confirming it as one of the
most important drivers affecting landings composition (Cheung
et al., 2013; Tzanatos et al., 2014; Gamito et al., 2015). The spatial
scale of analysis revealed to be a critical issue in determining
final outputs. Even if the recorded temporal trend is the same,
at least for cold and temperate-water species, at all the three
tested spatial scales, the best model choice indicated that the local
conditions can dramatically modify the relationship, when the
SST is taken into consideration. The selection of the models of
the type B.4 (i.e., the ones at the finer spatial scale) for the three
thermal categories implies that the landings—SST relationship
is basin specific. Indeed, for each thermal category the slope
of the impact of SST on the expected catches can be different
in terms of sign and magnitude for the different basins. The
strength (i.e., the slope) and, more important, the direction
(i.e., the sign) of such a relationship, indeed, depends on local
conditions, showing marked differences among the considered
areas.

Cold affinity species confirmed to be negatively affected by the
water warming, even if in the coldest areas of the Mediterranean
Sea, namely the Adriatic and Black Seas, which host boreal
affinity species (e.g., sprat and plaice), the relationship resulted
to be positive. In these areas, being the coldest of the entire basin,
we hypothesize that these species could be able to exploit warmer
conditions (e.g., in terms of life cycle) and their effects on the
ecosystems (e.g., the increase in productivity) or that the increase
in SST has still not reached critical values. All this would be in
accordance with Gamito et al. (2015), which reported an increase
in catches from coldest LMEs, in warmer seasons.

Temperate affinity species, on the contrary, showed a positive
relationship with the SST, in almost all FAO areas with
the exception of the coldest ones (Adriatic and Black Seas,
and marginally Aegean Sea). This would suggest that in the
Mediterranean Sea temperate-water species could still cope with
the SST increasing level, without significant negative effects. In
order to explain the different patterns recorded in the Adriatic

and Black Sea, it is necessary to look at absolute trends of
landings. In the Adriatic Sea, the both groups showed a decline,
but the temperate-water species curve is steeper than that of
the cold-water one; whereas in the Black Sea, the cold-water
species showed an increase during the last years. In ecological
terms, this could be probably explained by competition and/or
trophic interactions between the species belonging to the cold
and temperate-water groups.

Finally, the warm affinity species showed a positive
relationship with the SST in all the Mediterranean FAO
areas, even if not so strong as expected, with the exception of the
Levantine Sea, which represents the warmest area. However, even
in the latter area, the warm-water species represent a relatively
small proportion of the total catches. It is worthy to note that this
result is not affected by lessepsian species (immigrant organisms
from the Red Sea through the Suez Canal), since these are not yet
officially recorded in the GFCM database (Tsikliras and Stergiou,
2014).

Recently, Tsikliras and Stergiou (2014) reported for the
Mediterranean Sea, analyzed for three sub-basins (Western,
Central and Eastern), a MTC increasing rate higher than those
reported for other LMEs, suggesting a significant increase in
the contributing of warm-water species and a decrease of the
cold-water ones. In the present study, although confirming the
general relationship, we demonstrated that changing the spatial
scale of analysis the situation can be quite different, which could
affect also the MTC trend, as reported for the Adriatic Sea by
Fortibuoni et al. (2015).

At global scale, climate changes can be considered as themajor
source of impact for fisheries. Within this context, there is a need
to improve the science capability in assessing the future status of
fish stocks and ecosystems in order to support the development
of policies that minimize damaging impacts and maximize
opportunities (Pecl et al., 2014). At present, however, this remains
a not completely realized objective and only retrospective analysis
of temporal trends can be performed. Analytic tool adopted
so far, mainly finalized to the pattern recognition, seems to be
able to record some of the changes that we are experiencing.
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FIGURE 3 | Smooth terms (s) associated with the variable year (y) in the GAM models. (A) the model B.4 (eight FAO-areas), (B) the model B.5 (three

macroareas), and (C) the model B.1 (Mediterranean basin). Fitted values are adjusted to average zero and the gray bands indicate 95% pointwise confidence

intervals, tick marks show the location of observations along the variable range, the label of the y-axis reports the estimated degrees of freedom (edf) for each model,

noted as s(y, edf).

Nevertheless, some of the results could be influenced by the
issues that should to be taken into consideration, in particular
related to the level of aggregation of the data and the spatial scale
of analysis. The use of the highly aggregated indicators, as the
MTC, and large spatial scale, as the Large Marine Ecosystems
(LMEs), could catch general patterns but mask local/regional
patterns. On the opposite the analysis at the lowest taxonomic
level i.e., the species, even if often allows a more sound ecological
interpretation, could be difficult to be aggregated in common
patterns, being the responses of each species quite different, with
several different factors (e.g., life cycles and fishing effort) that
can become relevant (Pecl et al., 2014). The medium-aggregation
level here adopted could be optimal to detect the climate-
related effects, while letting a more detailed (e.g., species-specific)
analysis as a posteriori interpretation of the results. An additional

advantage of this aggregation level is the one of an adequate level
of robustness, as the thermal affinity groups are expected to be
less influenced by the fishing effort, since fishermen don’t target
for cold, temperate or warm-water species. Moreover, testing
the effects of climate on landings at different spatial scale can
reveal non-obvious local patterns, which could be very important
to provide information for the management of the exploited
resources. The possible synergistic/confounding effects of other
drivers (both natural and anthropogenic), possibly affecting
landings, such as productivity, overfishing, market demand (see
for example, Marcos et al., 2015) remains, however, a question
to be further explored, even if the approach here adopted allow
us to at least partially to cope with this, also taking into the
account that often reliable time series for these drivers are not
available.
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FIGURE 4 | Landings—SST relationship for each thermal affinity group, at different spatial scale of analysis. (A) Mediterranean basin, (B) macroareas (C)

FAO areas; AS, Adriatic Sea; Ae, Aegean Sea; Ba, Balearic Sea; BS, Black Sea; GoL, Gulf of Lion; IS, Ionian Sea; LS, Levantine Sea; Sa, Sardinia; landings are

expressed as percentage of total catches.

CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, the study confirmed the important role of the
water warming in explaining the temporal trends of landings,
according to the thermal affinity of the component species.
The influence of SST on landings, however, resulted to be
different for the three groups and across theMediterranean basin.
Finally, the importance of the spatial scale of analysis has been
showed, being the best structure of model explaining such a
relationship the one encompassing the area specific SST-landings
relationship.

This kind of analysis could be useful to monitor how global
warming is affecting marine ecosystem services in the framework
of the EU Strategy on adaptation to climate change and to
inform management strategies, also in terms of renewable
resources exploitation. Within this context, it is important to

consider that the spatial scale of management strategies/plans
is the regional one. In order to be useful for informing
management activities, this kind of analysis need therefore to
be carried out at a consistent spatial scale, to avoid misleading
consequences.
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